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Abstract 
This project investigated how identity negotiation affects the relations in a group 
attending a collaborative role-playing game, through theories of identity as being 
socially constructed, context sensitive and non-essentialist.
It found that the constant identity negotiation quickly created several relations, and 
that positive relations from another scene may have enabled the participants to handle 
conflicts in a positive and playful manner. 
This drew attention to the Gamemaster as a facilitator of the identity negotiation, just 
as a teacher in a classroom, etc. 
The difference between the game environment and modern everyday life was 
discussed and it was concluded that in a globalized age identity negotiation is 
constant, so the identity work found in the game environment can be found, in some 
degree, anywhere. 
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Summary in Danish
Dette projekts mål var at analysere hvordan identitets forhandling kan påvirke sociale 
relationer ved at studere bord-rollespillet: ”Bamsers Mod”.
Projektet er baseret på identitets teorier hentet fra Konversations Analyse som 
betragter identitet som socialt konstrueret, kontekst sensitivt og uden essens – dvs. 
intet 'ægte selv'. Dette betyder, at identitet ikke er  noget har, men er konstant skabt i 
forhandler med andre, hvilket ses i dette rollespil hvor alle deltagerne med lethed 
påtager sig og virkeliggør de givne identiteter.
Det viste sig, at den konstante forhandling imellem forskellige identiteter skabte flere 
relationer imellem deltagerne, og det er muligt, at de positive relationer mellem to af 
deltagernes karakterer gjorde dem bedre i stand til at skabe og håndtere konflikter.
Det kunne konkluderes at Gamemasteren også fungerer som navigatør af identitets 
forhandlingen, fordi at denne er ansvarlig for at skabe flydende overgange imellem de 
forskellige identiteter og afrunde eventuelle konflikter på en positiv måde. Dette 
skaber det behagelige miljø, der er nødvendigt for en vellykket 'leg' med identitets 
forhandling.
Forskellene mellem spil-settingen og det moderne hverdagsliv blev diskuteret, blandt 
andet den sociale risiko der kan været tilknyttet til eksperimentering med identitet i 
hverdagen, som er markant lavere i spil-situationen. Derudover kan der ske en social 
fastlåsning af identitet i nogle sociale miljøer, som kan komplicere identitets 
forhandling. 
Derudover blev det påpejet at i en moderne verden påvirket af globalisering er sociale 
roller næsten altid op til forhandling, og der er dermed siges ikke tale om en 
væsensforskel, men mere en gradsforskel imellem spil-miljø og hverdagsliv.
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Introduction 
“You can discover more about a person in an hour of play 
than in a year of conversation” - Plato
Everyday everyone acts out several identities - as a father, mother, sister, brother, 
employer or employee, and it is naturally given to navigate through all these different 
roles with little concern. 
But how does the roles you play affect the relations you make? And how do you 
study this?
This project seeks to answer this question by studying a collaborative role-playing 
game session that occurred at the Danish convention Fastaval, 2013. Here identity 
negotiation is a natural an essential part of the game, which is a unique opportunity 
for analysing the social effect identity can have from an interaction and relation-
perspective. 
Problem Formulation
This paper strives to understand how identity negotiation can affect social relations 
by studying the collaborative role-playing game “The Courage of Teddies”, and 
discuss how this can be compared to or create new knowledge about modern 
everyday life in a globalized world. 
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How does this connect to Globalization? 
“Globalization refers to the expansion and intensification of social relations and 
consciousness across world-time and world-space.” (Steger 2009: 15)
Globalization has changed the world in more ways than one. By this definition Steger 
emphasizes the way the increasingly global world has changed the way we socialize 
and create relations, and role-playing games serve as a good example of this. Just as 
few generations back these kind of games and social experimentation would seem 
absurd, yet today many adults happily engage in shared fantasy worlds. 
This project will focus on the social changes occurring in a world dominated by 
globalization and global change. One could focus much more on the interplay 
between the changes on the macro level with the relations on the micro level, but due 
to limited time and space this study has chosen to limit the focus to what happens 
between the players on the micro level. 
Yet before going further we will provide a short background history of role-play as 
well as a clarification of terms used.
Role-play background knowledge & Fastaval
Role-playing-games (RPG’s) have evolved quite a lot since the first coherent system, 
called Dungeons & Dragons, was released in 1974 (Bowman 2010, 11). Many more 
systems have come to the market since then and the games have spread worldwide 
with many interpretations crossing genres and cultures. This chapter will try to clarify 
what is understood by a role-playing-game and the mechanics of such. All relevant 
terms and abbreviations used throughout this paper will also be found in Appendix A 
with more description.
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Two Genres
It is important to note that there are two main genres of RPG's: 
The Live Action Role-Play (LARP) or Pen & Paper (P&P). 
In Live Action Role-plays the participants physically embody their character in 
elaborate costumes, make-up and play out their games in a live setting. The Pen & 
Paper players rely on written rule systems, such as the Dungeons & Dragons or 
World of Darkness systems, with character sheets and thereby rely on ‘pen and paper’ 
when writing down their skills, equipment and the experience points of the 
characters. Both genres lend from each other, for example LARP games often have 
simple systems character sheets, but this genre does not depend upon these tools. In 
the P&P setting players often sit in rooms around a table and collaboratively create a 
shared fantasy world, constructed through language and speech acts, where their epic 
adventures can take place.
Each genre has some interesting mechanics, effects and opportunities, but this study 
will focus on a certain kind of P&P role-playing games through the case of a role-
play session at the Danish role-playing convention ‘Fastaval’. But before diving into 
this it is important to understand some of the technical mechanics of the P&P games - 
how the game actually works - in order to later analyze what consequences these 
games can have for the social relations of the participants. It should be mentioned that 
some P&P games and the players of these games sometimes incorporate experiences 
from LARP, yet this genre is not of essential interest to this project, and will not be 
examined further in great detail.
Mechanics
The main mechanic that makes up a P&P game is that there is a 
referee/Storyteller/Gamemaster (GM) who sets up the game and leads the story for 
the participating players. Many names are used for this game-guide, but this project 
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employs the term GM since this is the most commonly used in the role-playing 
community and reflects both the administrative and authoritarian role of this person. 
It is the GMs responsibility to verbally describe the settings and everything 
happening within it, keeping track of the plot of the story and acting as any side-
characters1. As an example imagine four players sitting around a table with the GM 
sitting at the end of the table, starting the first scene in the session: 
“The fog becomes denser and denser. The darkness darker and darker. Smoke begins 
to rise forth through the cracks (in the floor), beneath the race car-bed, behind the 
bookcase, and it all accumulates into this huge shape that you have begun to know 
far too well. The big, gruesome, lizard-like dragon raises from beneath the bed... It 
lays the first big, long claw upon the bed, takes hold on the one wheel of the race car 
and uses it to drag itself up towards you. It looks down on you and smiles with its 
long scalpel-like teeth... How do you prepare?” (First scene from transcriptions)
In this example the GM creates an atmosphere, describes the scene and introduces the 
villain NPC. The players then formulate their own responses, narrating how their 
character reacts - what they do, what they say and how it looks - to which the GM 
then describes the response, effect or consequences. Through this collaborative 
process a unique story is weaved, created by the back-and-forth between players and 
the GM, usually following the guiding plot created by the GM to begin with, but 
sometimes trailing off becoming completely differing from originally imagined or 
planned.
Fastaval
There is many different types of RPGs, offering a variety of rules, settings, classes 
and races for the players to explore. Many role-plays follow the trend of medieval 
fantasy stories inspired by the ‘Dungeons & Dragons’ system, yet some places 
1 Side characters are also called Non-Player-Characters (NPCs)
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explore the creative possibilities of the games. 
One of the venues well known for this sort of experimentation is the Danish role-
playing convention ‘Fastaval’. During the Danish Easter holidays Fastaval attract a 
few hundred role-players every year to spend 5 days on a school, most usually in the 
vicinity of Aarhus. The convention facilitates many varieties of RP activities, from 
board-game workshops to figure painting competitions, but is most well known for 
the many artistic role-play scenarios. 
The final evening of the convention always ends in a great award show, inspired from 
the Oscars, in which the famous Ottos - a golden penguin - is given to the best and 
innovative role-plays, based on the players written feedback. This may have helped 
create the prestige and high standards surrounding the Fastraval role-plays, but it also 
directly encourages the writers to be creative and to experiment with the stories and 
mechanics of the games. These games therefore rarely follow any ordinary or strict 
rule system. 
Most role-playing games usually take place in groups of friends, steadily meeting up 
on certain times to continue a story - this continued story is called an campaign. But 
on Fastaval total strangers sign up on the internet for games based on a public 
description (like a written movie trailer) and these stories can be completed in just a 
few hours - this is called a scenario. 
By studying a Fastaval scenario one can get a unique insight in the effect that this 
identity negotiation can have on the social relations since the participants are most 
likely to be strangers with each other. 
Furthermore the experimental, innovative form of the games makes them similar to a 
social experiment in the way they break social norms and boundaries, yet since this is 
naturally occurring data and not inflicted by the researcher this sort of event can give 
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an highly usual insight in social systems and dynamics. Therefore this project will not 
focus on the individual psychological effects of role-play, but the social implications, 
dynamics and change within the group and mainly on the consequences of identity 
negotiation.
Theories
The most common perception of identity is that is something owned, a ‘personal 
possession’ that people carry with them (Benwell & Stokoe 2006: 17), but this project 
is theoretically inspired by Conversation Analysis (CA) which is an linguistic 
interaction approach created by Sacks and colleagues such as Schegloff and Jefferson 
(Benwell 2006: 35). CA argues that words and conversation fulfill a social function, 
so by studying the breaches in languages CA practitioners expect to achieve a true 
understanding of what is happening (Keating & Egbert 2004: 170). 
Malinowski has formulated conversation as ‘a mode of action’ (Keating & Egbert 
2004: 169) and it is these actions between people - the interaction - that is the focus 
of this project. Additionally it is through the conversational interaction that identity is 
constructed. Yet this project is not an linguistic study and will not employ the 
methodological tools of CA, rather this paper is employing CA’s theoretical 
considerations towards identity and interaction understood through conversation. 
This theoretical perspective sees identity as social constructionist and non-essentialist 
(Antaki 2013: 1), which means that identity is seen as something that is socially 
constructed in collaboration with others and does not contain a essense - there is no 
“real me”. These theories see identity as social and context sensitive (Keating & 
Egbert 2004: 176) underlining that one does not “have an identity” but are 
momentarily cast into a recognizably social category through interaction with others, 
therefore a subject can shift between the identities as a daughter, wife, mother, office-
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worker etc. all within a single interaction (Antaki 2013: 1). Zimmerman suggested 
that the categories can be divided into “transportable”, “situational” and “discourse” 
identities. (Antaki 2013: 4) Transportable identities can be regarded as traditional 
sociological categories such as gender, age or other categorical memberships that can 
be transported from one social encounter to another. Situational identities are 
connected to a certain scene or setting, such as a examinator, language student or call 
show host. Discourse identities are verbally constructed and reinforced through 
communicative interaction, exchange and negotiation, like identities as “the trouble-
teller” or “a good girl”. (Antaki 2013: 4)
These categories do not exclude each other, because one does not hold a single 
identity in each encounter, but is constantly juggling with several at once. Therefore 
you can talk about the work that identity does in social interactions, as analysed in 
this project. 
Thereby, while these theories is aimed at describing everyday identity work they 
additionally captures the essential workings of RPGs where the participants are 
momentarily cast in both situational roles in the specific context and discursively 
negotiates the social positions of these. 
Another salient theory for this project is Harvey Sacks’ work on “membership 
categories” wherein the membership of social categories are problematized since it 
can be “ascribed (and rejected), avowed (and disavowed), displayed (and ignored)” 
(Antaki & Widdicombe 1998: 2). This underlines that identities are not just 
performed and accepted, but are subject to social negotiation. 
Therefore the focus of this paper is the effect of the shifting between the different 
identities, a process which in a study by Sarah Lynne Bowman have been 
characterized as identity alteration (Bowman 2010: 127). Yet, due to the chosen 
theories this project will employ the terminology identity negotiation because of the 
discursive interaction that constitutes discourse identities, rather than the perceptions 
of subjects altering their essential selves.
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Also, this project is anchored within the dimension of Subjectivity & Learning 
because of the focus on identity and social interaction. 
Methodology
This chapter introduces the main methodological approach, as well as the setup and 
data collection process and introduces the case chosen for analysis. 
Participation observation (PO) has been a central approach in the project in order to 
utilize the pre-understanding I have obtained of RPGs through 10 years of experience 
in the community. This knowledge and network have been salient in finding the sight 
of study and creating the contacts necessary for gaining access to the cases. 
Furthermore the support and interest of the Danish role-playing community has 
provided feedback and constructive criticism. The personal insights provided 
valuable knowledge of the mechanics, community and network, which enabled the 
project to focus on the data collection and analysis. Additionally, the notes taken 
within 24-hours after running the game (as GM) were extremely useful in decoding 
the material when transcribing. 
This project is also build upon the work of Gary Allan Fines sociological 
participation observation study of American Role-playing campaigns (“Shared 
Fantasy” 1983) which examines the social dynamics of the games, and another 
previously mentioned American study by Sarah Lynne Bowman where she also 
employed participation observations as well as interviews and qualitative surveys in 
order to study the individual benefits and mechanisms of RPG’s (“Functions of Role-
play” 2010). These studies provides a great insight in the ‘what and how’ of gaming, 
as well as insight of what effects and implications the games can have on the 
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individual.
The Data Collection
Three cases of role-playing sessions were collected at the Fastaval convention, all 
filmed with a video camera set up in the tall corner of the room, usually on stacked 
tables with bags around it so it did not draw attention to itself. 
Through initial technical tests at similar social settings, including role-play sessions 
at work in a leisuretime institution for children, revealed that the sound was not 
always clear. Therefore every room was also set up with an iPad laying flat on the 
middle of the table which recorded the sound. 
Fastaval is always arranged at a school and is very well organized, so the GMs gets a 
designated classroom in advance. This made it possible to set everything up and 
begin the taping before the players were collected and invited into the room, so they 
were not made aware of the set-up. All participants that had signed up for the game 
met up in another room first, hereafter the participants were counted and it is 
arranged which GMs gets which players. At this point the possible participants were 
informed that one group would be recorded with the intention of: 
”...studying role-playings effect on social interaction, with a focus on identity 
negotiation.” (from field notes) and all participants were promised full anonymity. 
Therefore all names of participants mentioned in this project is randomly chosen by 
the researcher in the transcription stage. This approach worked well; the participants 
seemed content and safe in the situation, and did not notice the camera or question 
the intention with the equipment until after the game. 
Additionally, setting everything up to record before allowed me to step from the role 
of researcher to focus on the demanding task of mastering a good game, allowing 
only to act as the GM from the point of entered the room with the players. After the 
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game any questions about the study was answered, the equipment was packed, within 
24-hours the notes were made and the day after the data was transferred to a 
computer while making ready for the next case. 
One could problematize the fact that I was the Gamemaster of my own study 
material, but firstly had it not been so it would have been necessary to inform the 
players and GM in greater detail. Secondly; a GM unfamiliar with the equipment and 
the study would probably become more self-conscious and self-reflective, which 
could influence the data. 
The Case
”Bamsers Mod” - ”The Courage of Teddies” is a five hour long collaborative role-
play game made for Fastaval 2013.
The story is that Anders is a dying child, and his passing away is tearing his family 
apart since they are all refusing to cope with the idea. But in this story teddies are 
alive and can fight nightmares, so Anders’ last wish to his loyal hero teddies is for 
them to save his family from their dark nightmares. 
During half of the game the players venture into a dark fantasy world as heroic 
teddies, fighting off the unhealthy coping mechanisms and giving the family 
members an opportunity to seize the truth of the situation. In the other half of the 
game the players act out the hard socio-realistic history as the members of the family, 
and thereby collaboratively weave a story through the characters they play. 
It is a conscious choice of the author to create two very differing settings - the 
dynamic teddy team and the dysfunctional family - in order to balance out the hard 
socio-realistic family play and the happy-go-lucky teddy action.
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How it is played
The game is played in scenes, first a teddy scene establishing the teddy plot and the 
teddy group, then a scene with the family, establishing their disharmony. 
Thereafter the game follows a pattern: 
1. First a socio-realistic family scene of the family acting out their issues. 
2. The reaction of the teddy characters, discussing the scene and preparing for the 
next adventure.
3. The teddy characters then have a highly scripted adventure scene in which they 
attempt to ‘fix’ the dreams of a family character. The setting and main solution 
is scripted, but the way they achieve it is up to the players. 
4. Intended to be a possible ‘redemption’ scene for the family member in focus, 
but this does not go well and the cycle restarts with the teddies reaction. 
When shifting scenes the play-style also changes; In the teddy scenes the players are 
sitting around the table with their real plush teddies (participants were encouraged to 
bring their childhood toys and base their characters upon these and the positive 
memories surrounding them), creating a happy, fun and adventurous atmosphere. 
But in the family scenes the participants were encouraged to physically act out the 
story, as actors in a screened play, deliberately making conflicts escalate. 
There is no rule system and no dice rolling like in traditional P&P role-play; the 
entire story is driven by the participants’ improvisations in collaboration with the 
GMs’ verbal storytelling.
Analysis 
The following analysis is based on transcription (can be found in Appendix B) and a 
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thorough descriptive mapping of the social settings and differing relations, which 
have been reduced to this simple overview of the table and seating of the four players 
with their designated roles. 
GM
(Table)
Player: Anton (A)
Teddy: Polly
Family: Mom
Player: Sebastian (S)
Teddy: Bo
Family: Big Brother
Player: Laura (L)
Teddy: Clara
Family: The (Twin) Sister
Player: Kristoffer (K)
Teddy: Leo
Family: Dad
Figure A.: Player: Anoonymous name given to each participant by the researcher.
Teddy: The name chosen by the player for their hero teddy character.
Family: The assigned family role.
Transportable and situational identities
All participants easily attained the new situational identity given to them and easily 
shifted between them: They created a teddy character and were given a family 
character, and additionally, as in the previously mentioned theory by Zimmerman, the 
participants still carried their transportable identities such as their gender, age, 
experience etc., as well as the identity as a player of the game.
Yet, in the case of Anton his transportable identity as a man contradicted his 
situational given character as the Mom, yet he actively chose the character and his 
fellow players accepted this as a natural.  
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Anton’s other character was the teddy Pokemon2 Polly, whose gender remained 
unanswered throughout the game, which may have been related to the fact that the the 
name is female and yet the players transportable identity is male. The other 
participants avoided this discussion by discursively framing Polly as ‘it’, making the 
teddy gender neutral. 
Yet though the participant Laura’s teddy was also genderless, it became know as a 
‘she’, possibly because of Laura’s transportable identity as a woman and her naming 
of the teddy as Clara (a name with female connotation), and thereby her identity as a 
woman was transported to the otherwise gender neutral teddy. 
Anton 
Several of the participants changed their way of speaking when changing character, 
but the most obvious and interesting example of this was Anton. When first acting as 
the Mom character Anton started to stutter much more and constantly employed 
confirmative phrases such as “you know” and “right?”, which he did not do as much 
otherwise. This could be seen in the first family scene, when he, as the Mom 
character, talked with the Sister character about school lunches:
Anton: “Hear now it's, it's what we can afford, you know, we, we need to save money 
and make sure that we have money for it all, you know, with Anders being the way he 
is right no w, you know, we, we need to think of us all, right?” (Appendix B)
This stuttering and seeking confirmation could be explained in a number of ways, for 
example could it be caused by Antons being nervous about the new and unfamiliar 
character. More specifically it could be that either the gender of the character or the 
Mom-position to the others caused him anxiety that can be seen in the language. It 
could be a conscious choice by Anton to reflect the state and position of the Mom as 
2 'Pokemon' is a fictional animal from a popular japanese franchise.
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nervous, uncomfortable and constantly seeking the acceptance from her family - or it 
could simply be Antons attempt to mimic more feminine speech patterns, such as 
speaking in a dialogue by seeking the hearers confirmation. 
This different speech pattern establishes and reflects the very differing relations to the 
others; As the Mom character Anton is essential to the group and due to his 
membership of the “mother” identity category he attains soft power over those 
playing the the children, because of their dependency. Yet Anton's Mom character is 
also ascribed the neglect and the missing ability to grasp the reality of the situation, 
and his attempts of making the character a “loving, caring mother” is rejected, which 
creates estranged relationship in the family. 
In contrast his teddy character Polly were mute so he had to communicate through 
body language, which made him slightly excluded from the conversations and 
seriously limited in influencing the decision making, yet here his characters striving 
for membership in categories as ‘loyal’ and ‘part of the team’ were accepted and 
reinforced by the others. 
Sebastian 
Sebastian’s two characters were very different:
The Brother character were passive and escapist, while his teddy character Bo were 
active and direct. 
The main difference between Sebastian’s characters is easily demonstrated by how 
many times he speaks in the scene. In the transcriptions of the first family scene 
Sebastian’s name occur seldom if at all, and the conversations he has are often forced 
upon him by other characters. This could be explained by the other family characters 
attempting to ascribe the Brother a membership categories all of which he either 
resist, ignore or fail to perform, such as when the Dad character scolds him for 
sleeping late in the morning while he waves off his father's demands. 
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Yet in the teddy scenes his character Bo actively strives for membership in categories 
as the “stylish, gentleman diplomat” teddy, and moreover accepted and performed the 
categories expected of him. Though as teddies his teammates sometimes resisted the 
memberships he aimed for, in a way similar to how he himself resisted the categories 
placed upon him. This can be for example be seen in his attempts to act out the 
‘diplomat’ and ‘leader’ part of his character, which often was challenged or trumped 
by Kristoffer’s Leo teddy. 
It may be that the group resisted Sebastian’s Bo character its central leader 
membership due to his dismissive attitude towards the categories expected of him in 
the Brother character, or simply because he was competing with Kristoffer who 
attained a central leader-like membership in both of his characters. Or it could be that 
the authority that Kristoffer attained in the Dad character may have been a 
transportable quality, even though it was not a identity in itself. 
Laura & Kristoffer
Both Kristoffer’s and Laura’s characters act in similar ways in the different groups. 
Kristoffer is a progressive player that pushes the story along, either as by entering the 
role of the wise leader as Leo or the demanding father as the Dad. 
Both of Laura’s characters are confused and aggressive, ranging between as different 
categories as the lovably stupid and comedic Clara to the mopey and disruptive 
Sister.
But how does these constant shift in the participants social positions affect them 
when entering their neutral Player identities? According to the identity theories of CA 
the identities may ‘stack’ and affect each other, but in this case one could argue that 
the positive and the negative relations may balance out each other. For example the 
excluded position that Sebastian has when being the Brother collides with the central 
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position he attains in the teddy group, creating some sort of balance between the 
different phases and identities. 
Yet in the case of Kristoffer and Laura they have more connections so there may be 
more going on. Because since Laura's teddy character Clara did not have legs it 
quickly forged a partnership with Leo that endured through the entire game, yet as 
their family members the two had a particularly explosive relationship that resulted in 
an interesting scene that we will soon examine closer. 
The GM as a facilitator of identity 
In this game the transitions between the scenes are clearly constituted by the GM who 
verbally signals when one scene is done and what is about to happen in the next. In 
between the scenes the participants can fall back into the “off-game” player-identity 
and relax, making fun of the scene and the characters. The ‘Player’ identity is not 
situated within the story and therefore has less obvious expectations, and it seems that 
this neutral identity may give the participants a pause to cope with the constant 
negotiation of situational and discursive identities. 
The transitions between the scenes are very often filled with laughter and comedic 
commentary. More than once the transitions begin with the GM stating “Cut!” and 
thereafter adding comedic commentary as “This family won't last very long!” 
resulting in the participants breaking out into laughter. This demonstrates that the GM 
is not just the Storyteller or Referee but also acts as a speechmaster, leading the 
participants of the game from one phase to the other either through direct commands 
as “Put the teddies away” or by making jokes and commentary and thereby easing 
the participants into the new identity. One could say that this way the GM facilitates 
the identity negotiation, by securing a smooth transition from one social setting  to 
the other and validating the current membership categories. 
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The Escalation 
Just about halfway through the game an unexpected escalation occurred just after the 
Sister had successfully apologized to the Mom character. The GM asked if there 
would be more fights during that day and Kristoffer turned towards Laura, saying:
“I would like to comment on your appearance - because I think you dress a bit like a 
bitch.” 
This statement was received with laughter and appraise, but it signifies a very sudden 
increase in harsh language and direct confrontation. Yet this may not have been an 
arbitrary coincidence that it happened right there and between those people. 
First of all, Kristoffer had pushed the other players continuously throughout the 
game, but why did he feel comfortable in suggesting such a sudden confrontation 
with so crude language? 
This could be connected to the positive partnership between his and Laura's teddies. 
That this escalation happened between these participants suggests not only that the 
relations experienced in different situations and through different characters may 
affect each other after all, but the positive relations they experienced in other 
situations may even enable them to create and handle conflict in a playful and 
positive manner. This could be compared to the playful manner in which good friends 
may call each other crude nicknames that would not be acceptable between strangers, 
yet in this case the participants were strangers less than three hours ago, which by 
most standards is an unusually short time to become so comfortable with strangers. 
It seems plausible that the constant identity negotiation, as well as the creation of a 
shared fantasy, have given the participants the opportunity to achieve nearly instant 
intimacy, allowing them to not only share intimate knowledge about sides of 
themselves through alternate identities but also tackle complicated conflicts with 
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humor and self confidence. This may be connected to the role of a good GM who, as 
previously discussed not only facilitates the story and plot but also the identity 
negotiation, which all assists in creating the comfortable environments that makes it 
possible and comfortable enough for the participants to experiment with their 
personal identities in intimate collaboration with others.
But what does this all mean in the context of the modern everyday world?
Discussion: 
The analysis demonstrated how identity work was happening between the 
participants in question, but in order to examine this in a larger context one must ask: 
What are the differences and similarities the RP game environment and a modern, 
global world?
Differences 
• Gaming is a risk free environment
The biggest difference may be that the RPG is a risk free, artificial setting, and your 
identity is highly context sensitive. This means that in the game setting you can 
experiment with social relations without social consequences afterwards. The stakes 
are often higher outside the game setting in everyday life. Therefore some of the 
chances taken in a role-playing environment would never be done had the social 
consequences been real. 
• Identities are socially reinforced, so identity play is harder
As Sebastians characters demonstrated; identity is socially constituted and negotiated, 
and therefore identity play is neither always possible nor always socially accepted. 
Take for example a student in a class, it would not be socially accepted if that student 
randomly started to pretend to be a teacher. Yet, in a game environment it could be 
perfectly acceptable. 
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Additionally, social roles can be hard to break out of once they have been 
successfully socially constructed. Take for example the student in the class, if that 
student have been lazy, troubling and been sitting in the back of the class for long 
enough time to be categorized as ‘the lazy student’ it may be very hard to dismiss this 
membership within the same social context, since the membership may be reinforced 
by the social context and the discourse in the class. 
• The player as a neutral identity 
One thing that seemed to be essential for the peaceful and comfortable environment 
generated in this case was the fact that the individuals could retreat into this neutral 
identity between their two opposing characters - though such a neutral identity may 
not often occur in everyday life. It has become usual to think of identity as something 
static and ones everyday self as “the real self”, so any questioning of that identity is 
equal to questioning your essence. Not limiting oneself to this thinking creates a 
whole new understanding of what work your identity does and how socially 
influenced it is. 
Similarities 
• Identity is constantly negotiated in a modern global world 
Identity negotiation is not merely found in gaming environments, on the contrary one 
could say that in the modern globalized world everything is now up for negotiation. 
Do you identify yourself as a national or global citizen? Do you present yourself as a 
student or brand yourself by personal interest as a rock fan? What gender do you 
identify yourself with? Game environments are only a slight expansion and a strong 
intensification of the social relations by letting the participants experiment with social 
roles that may not have anything to do with gaming or with those participating. 
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• The GM as a facilitator of identity negotiation
As this projected demonstrated, the GM is vital for not only setting the game and 
keeping the score but also has a pedagogical role as facilitator of the identity changes 
- just like a teacher in a classroom, a businessman at a meeting, a person in a group 
etc.. This facilitator role is central in creating the comfortable environment and 
dealing with the conflict filled situations by cutting the scene at the right times and 
creating a smooth transition into the new identities, just as a teacher calling to 
attention that the children in a class should no longer act like private friends but pay 
attention and attain the role of a student. 
This is very basic identity work that happens constantly all around us. Failing to 
facilitate this can result in problematic situations, for example; if children in a 
classroom refuses to accept the membership of the category as students but rather acts 
like private friends, it would make class teaching difficult. Same counts for boards 
meetings, group work or any other pedagogical situation involving group dynamics. 
This all testified the importance of the work that identity does in an everyday context. 
Moreover it demonstrates that it may not be a question of essential difference 
between the game environment and modern every life, but more a difference in 
degree. Some situations and environments are more risk-filled than others, identities 
are not always as strongly reinforced, sometimes there is an neutral identity and even 
all GM are not great facilitators of identity. 
Conclusion
By studying the social dynamics of the collaborative role-playing game “The 
Courage of Teddies” this project has analysed the complex identity work within the 
group in order to attain a greater understanding of identity negotiations affect on 
social relations. 
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This study demonstrates that collaborative games can be ideal sights of study because 
of the naturally occurring experimentation with social relations, personal identity and 
other social norms, without it being inflicted or influenced by the researcher. 
All participants attained the new situational identities, even though they in some 
cases contradicted transportable identities such as the gender of the player. 
Other changes between the participants were observed, such as the changes in speech 
patterns, membership category negotiation, social positionings and relations. Half 
way through the game the participants suddenly felt comfortable with increasing the 
use of harsh language in the family scenes, which could be explained by the positive 
relations established in other scenes making the participants comfortable enough to 
handle the conflict escalation. 
Furthermore it was discovered that the Gamemaster also functions as a facilitator of 
the identity negotiation, responsible for the transitions between the different 
identities, maintaining a comfortable environment that easily deals with conflicts and 
provides after care. 
This, together with the constant identity negotiation that allows the participants to 
create several relations in intensely short time may have aided the participants in this 
case to achieve a nearly ‘instant intimacy’, making them comfortable enough to share 
childhood stories and private sides of themselves that may not otherwise have been 
available for sharing after less than five hours of interaction. 
The differences and similarities between the gaming environment and modern 
everyday life setting was discussed, concluding that there may not be an essential 
difference as much as it is a question of difference in degree. For example the game 
environment is a much more risk free environment for experimentation than everyday 
life, yet this may depend more on situation and social setting just as it may vary in a 
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collaborative role-playing game. Yet globalization means that social relations is 
expanding (Steger 2009: 15) therefore identity negotiation is more constant and 
intense than before, so these collaborative games’ playful experimentation with 
identity may only be a small scale example of global dynamics. 
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Appendix A: Dictionary
RPG – Stand for Role-Playing-Game.Can be said for any collaborative game where you play 
alternate identities but often refer to a certain type. 
GM – Game Master, also called the Storyteller or Referee. A person who controls the game from 
outside, telling the story, describing the setting and making the rules, etc. 
D&D - Dungeons & Dragons, the first elaborate role-playing system published in the United States 
of America in 1974. 
(a) System - when talking about RPG systems one means a specific book or collection of books 
with rules of how to make characters, how they act in the world and how to play a game, for 
example Dungeons & Dragons. 
LARP - stands for Live Action Role-Play, which is often set in outside locations with full-body 
acting of the characters. It has some rules, but much less than traditional Pen & Paper games and is 
mostly not based on any systems. 
Semi-live – when using your physical body in playing out the character, but not necessarily with 
costume and within a live environment. It can be called semi-live if a player stands up and 
physically does a movement to show how his character acts in a specific situation, but not 
necessarily constantly.
P&P - stands for “Pen & Paper” and refers to RPG’s played with papers, such as written characters 
sheets and elaborate rule systems. The players are often seated around a table and P&P can be 
played in almost any simple locations - living room, class rooms, meeting rooms, etc. 
(a) Scenario - one RPG story from start to finish that can usually be completed in one go unless it is 
an campaign. 
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Campaign - a continuing RPG story. 
Dalek - a heavily alien from the british science-fiction show Doctor Who. It looks like something 
between a trash can upside down or a pepper grinder. 
Pokemon - a fictional animals with special powers from a popular japanese franchise including 
playing cards, games and children's movies. 
Fastaval - a Danish role-playing convention set in Aarhus. More information can be found at 
www.fastaval.dk 
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Appendix A: Transcriptions
The game is written and run in Danish, so therefore the transcriptions are also in Danish, with a few 
guiding comments on the scenes in English.
Guidelines: 
(L) = Latter 
(L!) = Meget, højlydt og muligvis vedvarende latter
() = pause
(m) = mumlende - uhørligt
Den første scene som bamser
1:36:46
GM: Mor har lige været inde og putte ham ((Anders)) og har lagt alle hans yndlings bamser omkring ham i 
sengen – nogen ved fod-enden, nogen ude i siden og nogen ved hoved-enden. Nu har hun lukket døren – 
og han har ikke noget natlys. Så der er begyndt at blive helt mørkt, og det er som om at... Den lille smule 
lys der kommer ude fra lygten ude på vejem kommer ind i sådan en tåge som glider hen... Og i kravler alle 
sammen fra fodenden op til hovedet...
A: Ja, op til Anders, selvfølgeligt.
GM: Da er det som om at... Tågen bliver tættere og tættere... Mørket bliver mørkere og mørkere. En røg 
begynder at stige frem fra gennem revnerne, under racerbil-sengen, fra bag ved reolen, og det samler sig 
alt sammen til denne her store form som I er begyndt at kende rigtigt meget. Den store, grumme, () øgle-
agtige drage rejser sig fra sengen. Ligger den før den første lange klo oppe i sengen, fat i det ene hjul på 
bilen og bruger det til at trække sig op med. Kigger på jer, smiler til jeg med de lange... Skapel-agtige 
tænder. Hvordan forbeder I jer?
K: Leo knurrer. Stiller sig op *flytter på bamsen*
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Den første scene som familie
1:5124
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GM: ...Bamserne helt ud til siden. *Dyb vejrtrækning* Dybe indåndinger, nu er det i gang til familien.
*Spillerne ligger bamserne væk*
GM: Morgen hos familien. I er i gang med jeres morgen routiner, jeg regner med at der er avis hos faren 
og madpakke lavning hos moren – i gang med at smøre den madpakke sådan som hun altid har gjort det og 
søsteren er netop nu ved at fortælle hvordan hun altid har hadet den....
1:52:13
GM: I må gerne rejse jer hvis I vil gå rundt. (spillere rejser sig, strækker sig ) ((uhørligt))
Og igen: det her er ikke meningen at det skal være langt, det er ikke meningen at I skal løse noget som 
helst, det er meningen at det her skal være () det værste I har i jer. Det værste og det mest destructive – og 
vi kører derud af. Go!
L: Moar, jeg gider altid ikke at have rugbrød med i madpakke igen, hvorfor kan jeg ikke få noget fedt med 
som alle de andre piger får, jeg mener, de andres mor, jeg mener, de får pasta salat med og hjemmelavede 
speltboller – hvorfor skal jeg altid ha' rugbrød?!
A (står bøjet over et bord i hjørnet, kommer med bemærkninger mens datteren taler men venter til at hune 
r færdig): Hør nu her, det , det er hvad vi har råd til, altså, vi, vi bliver nødt til at spare og sørge for vi har 
penge det hele, altså, med Anders der ligger sådan som han er, altså, vi, vi er nødt til at tænke på os alle 
sammen, ik? Og, Anders og...
(Mor og datter taler i munden på hinanden, far afbryder ved at hæve stemmen højere end dem)
K (Sidder på stolen med krydsede ben og papir i hånden): Kunne I ikke finde på at snakke om det et andet 
sted, jeg sidder og læser.
L: Jam'n, du kan gå et andet sted hen og lave, vi kan li'som ikk' lave mad andre steder end i køkkenet, 
vel?!
A: Ku' du eventuelt tænke lidt på din søn som ligger og er syg?
K: Ja, eller eventuelt tænke lidt på den som LIGGER OG SOVER! (råbes) ER DU VÅGEN? (K har vendt 
sig imod S men kigger op ad. S kommer med stønne-vågne lyde)
S: Yeah, jeg er vågn, yeah jeg er darh...
S: Eeeugh. Jeg skal nok komme. Er darh...
K: Klokken er ti minutter i otte!
S: Yeaash, det skal nok gå. Er der morgenmad?
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(Mor skal til at svare, men søster/L kommer først)
A (lavt): Jarh, det er der...
L: Nej der er ej, jeg har ædt det hele. Så må du fandeme være mere hurtig.
(Far/K rejser sig op, stiller sig foran S og banker hårdt på bordet)
S (rejser sig op): Erh, jeg er vågen. Jah, jeg er opp'. Det ska' nok...
(K/far sukker dybt og sætter sig på sin stol igen. S har rejst sig og stavrer mumlende igennem lokalet, siger 
noget til mor/A som svarer ”En gang til?” hvorefter S snubler over sig selv. L/Søsteren griner. S sætter sig 
på bordet imellem A/Mor og L/Søsteren.)
L: Hahah. Idiot.
(S slår dovent ud efter L)
L: HEY! Lad vær' med det der! Moaar, han slår! Moaar, jeg gider ikk', han gør det ALTID!
A (opgivende): Hvaaad?
L: Han SLÅR mah!
A: Hold op med at slå din søster. I skulle i stedet for rent faktisk prøve på at læse avisen.
S: Jamen, den ska' far jo ha' igen.
A (Mens S mumler noget uhørligt): Jaeh, har, har, har du læst din artikel endnu? (Ser hen imod K/far)
L: (m) Jeg prøver på tegneserierne.
A: Jeg snakker om artiklen med lægerne. Har du ikke hørt det?
(Ind imellem) K: Lægerne?
A: Ja. De er begyndt og-eh, at forske i en ny måde og-eh, kurere sygdomme på.
K (hævet toneleje): Hør, jeg er lige i gang med sporten, ik?!
L: (m)
A: Ja, det er jo ikke vigtigere end din søn, det kan jeg da godt se!
S (rejser sig og med ryggen til løfter hånden som vinken): Vi ses
A til S: Glem nu ikke din madpakke!
L: Halåå, du skal jo ikke gå i skole uden mig vel, hallåå!
S: Ja, det tror jeg velnok jeg ska'.
L: Nej, altsååå! Det er dig der har nøglerne!
S: (suk) Så må du gå lidt hurtigere, ik?
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L: Det er ligesom oss --- Du skylder mig penge for alle de gange vi har fået mad -alle de gange jeg har 
købt dig mad!
(K/Far går over til og taler med A/Mor i baggrunden:)
S: Jaeh, og dem ska' du nok få, ik. Det ska nok gå.
L: Ja, det er altid sådan her, ik?!
S: (uhørligt i forhold til A-Ks samtale)
L: Bedst?! Hvordan er det her 'bedst' for dig, for du bare render rundt i din... Hash-tåge, hele tiden! Bruger 
du nogensinde... Bruger du nogensinde penge på noget andet?! Alle de penge jeg har lånt dig for mad, dem 
bruger du bare på at rende rundt og ryge dig skæv...
(Sammentidigt, i baggrunden, første del uhørligt)
K: ...Hvorfor læse om det? Vi finder ud af det.
A: (()) ..Vi er da nødt til at finde ud af noet – du ka' da ik' bare la' ham ligg', altså...
K: Vi har et sundhedssytem, hør, vi skal nok...
A: Han skal nok klare den, vi skal bare finde ud af det fordi, hvad med alle de chancer vi går glip af! Hvad 
med...
K: Hør (()) (ligger papir på bordet og vifter armene i afvisende maner)
A: Hvad med at du selv læser den artikel?...
K: (samler papirerne op og går væk) Jeg læser den artikell, jeg lover at læse den artikel.
A: Det ved jeg ikke om er...
GM: - Og cut!
Comment: In this scene the participants are encouraged to be the worst they can be, to be the worst they 
can be in order to create and explore the dysfunctional relations. It becomes clear that the Mom character 
is trying to keep the order, but often stutters and repeats herself. Furthermore, many of the suggestions that 
the Mom gives does not seem to be followed up by the other characters. - the difference between the 
players and the characters.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Bamsernes reaction og plan
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GM: Alle jeres bamser har selvfølgeligt siddet på toppen af trappen og kigget ned på jer og set: Oooooh... 
Den holder sgu ikke særligt længe, gør den? ()
I må gerne hive bamserne op igen, og I må gerne snakke om hvad I har set.
1:55:45
L: (mechanic voice) We-have-found-a-dysfunction-in-the-famileeeh.
(Latter)
K: De siger meget, men de taler ik' så meget.
S: Nej. De kan ikke forstå at... De skulle kommunikere noget mere. Så de kan sige hvordan de har det. 
Såh, Polly... (())
(A/Polly laver tegn – hånd på hjertet, gestus ud imod folk, krammebevægelse.)
L: Sammenhold?
(A nikker)
L: Fællesskab? Sætte pris på hinanden? Kram?
(A nikker igen)
L: Ew.
(Let latter)
K: Måske hvis de ska', lære at, sige noget mere så ka' vi be' dem om at, snakke noget mindre.
S: Ja, go' ide.
K: ...Hjælpe dem.)
(((GM sætter scenen: De skal klare farens drømme først. GM beskriver hvordan dagen går, det bliver aften 
og til sidst bliver der stille i huset. De skal hele vejen op til farens værelse for at være der når han falder i 
søvn.)))
GM: ...har I nogle planer om hvordan I kommer derhen?
L: Jeg vil gerne ride på ryggen af nogen andre hvis det involverer trapper.
K: Det ordner vi.
(L sætter sin bamse op på ryggen af K's bamse)
((GM mumler))
S: Vi skal ovenpå til soveværelset.
K: Faren sover ikke på soveværelset mere. Han sover på sit kontor. Der ligger en sovesofa.
S: Det ligger vel oss' ovenpå.
K: Ja, det gør det.
S: Såeh, vi ska' ha åbnet døren. Vi skal op ad trapperne. Vi skal åbne endnu en dør. Vi ska' i kontoret.
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K: Der er et træ udenfor, og han kan godt lide at have vinduet åbent om sommeren...
L: Er det en god ide at gå udenfor?
S: (m) ...Hva ka' der ske?
L: Vi ved ikke hvad der er derude.
K: Men tagrenden er tæt på, og går fra Anders' værelse.
L: Så skal du bære mig!
K: Det ka' vi sagtens. (m) Vi ska bare...
L: Hvordan vil du holde fast i mig, altså?! Du tager ikke i min tud, det g
r du ik! (latter)
GM: (drilskt) ...ikke igen...(latter)
L: Nej! Nej, nej... Årh, okay fine! Just get me up there. (drilsk)
GM: Godt, så planen og det der sker er?...
K: Vi tar' tagrenden fra Anders værelse
S: Ja, op af nedløbsrøret, op til tagrenden, og hen til vinduet, og så...
GM: Okay. Det går jo fint at komme ud af vinduet og komme derop af. Men altså, hvordan kommer du 
derop? (kigger mod A) Har du klatre arme?
A: Øøøh, de ka' ik så godt holde fast fordi det er handsker der er på, og de har såeh.. Det, det er mere en 
luffe hvis der er noget.
L: Sådan nogle Disney-plus-handsker?
A: Jah.
GM: Såh, hvordan kommer du op?
A: Jamen, jeg tror jeg tager så godt rundt om tagrenden som jeg nu kan sådan med armene og prøve lige så 
stille at ligesom (laver bevægelse med kroppen).
GM: Så lige som du hænger der og det går lidt fremad, så pludseligt kigger du ned og får øje på, lige foran 
--– snapperen! (Gys og uro, så noget er lidt utydligt) ...knurrer ad dig, liiige over på den anden side af 
hegnet.
A: Klamrer mig stærkt til tagrenden.
GM: ...Bo er heldigvis lige i nærheden?
S: Ja, Bo er lige nedenunder og kan ikke rigtigt komme forbi, så han... Stikker lige lidt. (laver prikke 
bevægelse opad med hans imaginære kårre)
(L!)
S: Videre! Op! Afsted!
GM: (bevægelse opad) Weeeee!
A: Polly begynder med et sæt sådan at kravle så hurtigt han kan, prøver at kigge væk fra Snapperen.
L: Jeg prøver at intimidere den med noge skrappe ord... (Trykker på sine bamse som siger:) ”You-are-an-
enimy-of-the-Daleeks. You-must-be-de-stroyed!”
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(L)
GM: Snapperen virker meget forvirret. (L!)
…
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Fars reactions scene / Dad’s reaction scene
Everything sorts out pretty well. Sister really tries to spoil it, but dad is calm. GM encourages the players 
to be a little tougher so there is more to solve later on (so everything is not solved in the first dream). Dad 
calls the Brother up to the office to talk about his 'hash problem'.
K: Jeg tror at det kan høres nedenunder. Fra huset ved siden af. (L!)
He also tells that the dad hurt his hand during the conversation, but he would not hit the boy – yet, they 
agree that the Brother might hurt a trophy of his.
K: …Golf pokalen?! (”Oooooh!” fra alle andre)
GM points out that the teddies sat right besides the office and heard everything and it seems like ”an 
obvious choice to take the brother next”. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Teddy Reaction scene.
They spend time on how they clean the clothes (important for Bo). De diskuterer broderens hash problem. 
Polly bliver misforstået igen. L bamse skal bruge hjælp til at klare trapperne.
Loads of laughing and fun with Clara shooting everything.
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L: Jeg forstår ikke.. You... You guys need to act more!
De bruger masser af tid på at finde broderens stash. Jokes, action, latter.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Brothers Dream Scene
The brothers coping mechanism is represented by a mystical garden behind big thick walls where a army 
of horrid shadow monsters consinuesly attack the walls, but with no effect. The teddies have to make the 
brother face the monsters. In this case they lured the monsters over the wall.
They work together rather well, but Clara and Leo in particular team up while the other two teddy 
characters end up pacified by the 'mystical green drink' in the brothers garden.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Brothers Family reaction scene. 3:08:45
The Brother apologizes to Dad. Sister spoils it by bringing forth the weed the teddies tried to dispose of 
the night before. The Dad yells at the daughter for being a ”sladrehals”.
Brother gets angry at Sister for telling on him.
Mom yells at Dad for not seeing the childrens trouble.
K: Vores søn har et problem...
A: …-BEGGE vores sønner har et problemer!
GM cuts the scene there.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Sisters Dream scene (about 3:20)
The Sister sleeps in a room across her sick twin brother Anders' room, without any toys in the room. Her 
dreams are haunted by nightmares and wishes to sleep but cannot, so they need to make her sleep first.
Thereafter, in the dream world, her nightmare is seen as a forest where a big wolf is hunting everyone and 
being haunted by everything. They need to stop and pacify the wolf, which will make it turn into the 
crying Sister that needs consolidation. The group figures this out rather quickly, seemingly by accident. 
They all work together.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Sisters Redemption scene (the escalation)
L: Mor? Moar?
A: Ja skat?
L: Tak for madpakken i dag.
A: Årh, ehm. Det, det var så lidt skat. (Vender sig mod GM) Hun er sådan lidt fraværende.
L: Moar?
A: Jah skat?
L: Ehm, ehm... Jeg, eh... Jeg snakkede med min biologi lærer i dag, og jeg tænkte på...
A: Ja?
L: ...At jeg, ehm, jeg gerne vil have biologi i gymnasiet, og jeg eh, og jeg vil gerne vil være noget i 
retningingen af medicin.
A: Eh, hva' siger du skat?!
L: Ja, årh, jeg vil gerne på universitetet og læse.
A: Hm hmmm?
L: Ehm... Jeg er meget ked af det mor. (Snøfter)
A: Er du ked af det skat?! (mod GM) Hun sætter sig sån' (Han rækker ud efter hende, ligger en arm på 
hendes skulder og begynder at ae hende)
L: Jeg er meget ked af det mor. (læner sig op imod ham, snøftende.)
GM: Er der nogen der skal bryde ind i den scene der?
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K: Det tror jeg ik'.
(L)
A: Den er for smuk til at ødelægge.
GM: Jamen så cut der! Det er jo fantastisk.
L: I am a method actor! (Hun poserer, der klappes)
…
3:48:50
GM spørger om det var det for dagen eller om familien har nogle sammenstød senere.
K (kigger hen imod L): Jeg ku' godt møde dig. Jeg vil gerne kommentere lidt på din påklædning, for jeg 
syntes faktisk at du klær' dig lidt som en mær.
(L!)
GM: OH YEAAAH! (Andre enthuastiske kommentarer)
A (smilende og grinende): Åh, nej nej nej!
GM: Jeg vil godt se den scene!
A: Ååååårh!
L: Hva' sagde du?!
K: Jam' er det ikke det det hedder? En... Luder eller sån' noget? (L i baggrunden)
A: (M)
S: (M) Det er godt fatter!
L: Hva fanden er det du siger?! Ved du hva: Jeg er fucking ligeglad hvad du syntes om min påklædning! - 
Jeg går ud i undertøj så længe det provokerer dig!
K: Jam' det gør du jo i forvejen.
L: Gu gør jeg ik'! Jeg har sgu da jeans på?! (K kigger med hovedet på skrå) Okay, det er shorts. Men det er 
stadig jeans-stof!
K: Der er ikke meget stof tilbage...
L: Nej, men det er os' ligemeget, for du er jo alligevel ligeglad! Det eneste du gider kommentere på er 
åbenbart min 'påklædning'! Det er det eneste du har at sige til mig, fint nok! Ved du hvad, jeg sagde til mor 
tidligere på dagen at jeg gerne vil på universitetet, men jeg kan gå åbenbart ikke gå på universitetet med 
mindre jeg 'klæder mig ordentligt'!
K: Det tror jeg faktisk ikke man kan. Og ved du hvad... (p)
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L: Det ved du ikke en skid om! For du ved ikke noget som helst om den virkelige verden. Du sidder bare 
på dit kontor...
K: Ka du ikke bare kø'e noget... Ka' du ik' bare købe noget...Jeg ved godt at det er mooode eller sådan 
noget, men er det en god grund til at gå i det der?!
L: Det er jo fuldstendigt ligemeget, det har jo ikke en skid at gøre med min, faglige præsentation i skolen, 
altså?! Og alle pigerne i skolen syntes godt om mig, alle pigerne syntes... Jeg er populær fordi jeg er klog! 
Og fordi jeg går i fedt tøj! Men du er ikke en skid stolt af din datter, det eneste du gør er bare at kritisere 
mig hele tiden!
K: Det gør jeg jo ik.
L: Jo du gør!
K: Nej gør jeg jo ik!
L: Du snakker altid kun til mig...-
K: NEJ JEG GØR JO IK!
A: Skat, skat...
L: ..fordi jeg gør noget forkert.
K: Det gør du jo oss'.
L: (såret) Nej jeg gør ej. Det er dig der gør noget forkert.
(To sammentaler på samme tid)
S: (m) Det er godt far!
A (til S): Du får et blik.
(L)
A: Bland dig udenom. Gå op på dit værelse hvis du ikke har noget rigtigt at tilføje.
S: Ned.
A: Ned på dit værelse så.
(m)
K (til L): Kan du ikke bare købe noget andet? Købe noget pænt?!
L: Kan du ikke bare give mig nogle penge til at købe noget andet tøj for så?!
K: Jeg har jo givet dig penge – du får jo lommepenge?!
L: Ja, og dem tar' min bror og pruger på hash!
GM: Okay, ska vi sige cut her og så fortælle mig hvad der sker lige præcist her?
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K: Aaah. Jeg tror jeg løber råbende op.
L: Jeg tror ikke at jeg snakker til min far i meget lang tid.
(L)
A: 'Du ska' ik' kalde mig en mær!' Haha!
L: Og jeg tror jeg begynder at gå med meget mere make-up.
GM: Og mor og storebroren, der skete der også noget?
A: Ja, for tydeligvis der var han joeh... Ja for det første så blander han sig i ting han ikke bør, og derudover 
så gik han oss på... Altså moren havde taget søsterens parti her og han tog tydeligvis farens parti så hun 
ville sætte ham på plads.
GM: Hmm.
K: Jeg går ned på brorens værelse og roder det hele igennem for at finde de penge han har taget fra 
søsteren. Hvilket betyder alt det du har ryddet op: (arm bevægelse ud til siden der viser at alt bliver rodet 
ud over det hele)
(L!)
…
Der bliver talt om hvad der findes på broderens værelse og joket med hvilket slags sygdom det er Anders 
er syg med - ”Jah, det er pest.”-joken bliver kørt langt ud.
…
3:53:32
K (til A): Ska vi op og skændes i løbet af dagen?
A: Jeg tror i hvert fald at vi får om ikke andet en højlydt diskussion.
L: Hvad med at i får smidt jeres børn ind på deres værelser, så begynder i at skændes...
A (peger på S): Han er allerede blevet sendt afsted, så det håber edermedme jeg at han er allerede.
L: Okay okay, men i begynder måske at skændes om hvem der har gjort mest galt for at jeres børn er så 
fucked op.
(folk tager i munden på hinanden)
K: Jeg begynder at lede efter dine smykker (til A), så jeg kan sælge dem.
(L!)
(M)
S: Så går fatter til den!
A: Jeg skal ind og finde min søn! Min søns penge...
GM (til A): Men er de penge overhovedet tilbage – eller er de blevet brugt på en eller anden mirakel kur?
A: Altså hun har ikke mange smykker tilbage... Jeg tror det eneste smykke hun har tilbage det er hendes 
vigelsesring, så med mindre du har tænkt dig at gå hen og tage den af fingeren sååå...
K (til A): Så vil jeg sælge din bærbar.
A: NEJ!
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(L)
GM: Ååårh!
A: Det' okay, jeg bruger alligevel altid stue computeren...
K: Jeg begynder at tage billeder af din computer så vi kan sætte den til salg på den Blå Avis så vi kan tjene 
nogle penge til dit tøj (peger mod L).
(L)
K: Og jeg fortæller dig det.
GM: Eller mor opdager det selv?
(M)
L: Mor, moooar, du kan bare sælge fladskærms tv'et...
()
A: Du, du sælger ikke min computer...
L: ...og' hans bil!
A: …Det gør du ik' skat.
()
()
K: Jeg går over til computeren. (ruller væk) Begynder at tage stikkene ud af den.
A: Jeg går hen til vores fladskærmsfjernsyn. Ligger let hånden bag på den. (rækker hånden ud i luften)
(K rejser sig op, mimer at han bærer noget i armene.)
K: Går ud imod bilen, igennem døren...
A: Du hører et krabalder da deer er et eller andet tungt der falder til gulvet.
K: Nej! Så kommer jeg løbende med din computeren – og kaster den efter dig!
(rummet bryder ud i latter)
GM: Whaaauw! Eskaler, eskaler!
A: Du må sige det gik sådan her (holder hånden lige ud) og så gid det eksponentielt! (hiver hånden direkte 
opad i en voldsom bevægelse)
GM: Yeees!
(latteren dør lidt ud, A rejser sig, K mimer at kaste noget stort til jorden og begynde at hoppe på det)
A: Skat, skat, hva' laver du?! Nej! Nej, hold op!
(L)
(Screencap?)
A (hen imod GM): Mor kan nok ikke holde ham tilbage?
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GM: Naj, nah, du er ikke stærk nok overhovedet, computeren er...
K: Jeg kommer nok til at skubbe dig ned på jorden.
(Gisp fra publikum da A kaster sig ned på gulvet)
(Folk taler på sammentid, meget af det uhørtligt, K taler til L)
A: ...hun begynder at græde. Ligger og hulker...
L: ...Nej, vi blev smidt ind på vores værelser.
GM: Ja, og der er høj musik derinde, spørgsmålet er om I hører det?
L: Yeah.
S: Spørgsmålet er om (M)
L: Luk røven, bitcheees!
GM: Oooooh!
(L)
A: Undskyld, det er svært at græde når man griner...
GM: Okay, vi cutter der. Mor tuder, far er sur. Jeg tror ikke at han siger undskyld på det her tidspunkt? 
(Ser afventende på K) Eller hvis han gør, bliver det måske ikke så højt...
K (læner sig ind over og peger på A): Jeg råber af dig. Jeg råber af dig, og det er jeg ikke sikker på om jeg 
kan spille, men jeg råber af dig om du er klar over hvor vigtigt det er at vores møgluder af en datter får 
noget ordentligt tøj.
(Folk bryder ud i latter)
GM: Den her familie!!!
A: Vi var velfungerende – indtil dråben der væltede havet!
GM: Ja, det må jeg give jer, det der var smukt.
A (ligger stadig på gulvet): Se, vi snød dig bare, det var for at lave 'the grand finale!'
GM (rejser sig op og bukker): Well done, well done!
L: Shit just got REAL!
K (mod L): Jeg tror du kunne høre da jeg kaldte dig 'møgluder'.
A: Ja, du råbte ret højt.
L: Jeg tror jeg samler alle mine lange bukser og alle mine langærmede trøjer og så går jeg ud i haven og 
brænder dem.
(L)
GM & A: Oooooh!
L: Buuuurn!
A: Oh yeah!
S: ((M))
GM: Whoa, den her familie (har hånden oppe og laver en bevægelse hurtigt nedad)
K: Jeg tror at jeg går op på Anders' værelse, sætter mig, lukker døren og er helt stille.
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GM: - Og Anders har jo kunne høre alt, tror ikke?! Hans dør står jo på klem, har vi jo konkluderet..
K; Lukker døren, sidder lige så stille og giver ham et kram.
GM: Åååårh... Jeg tror alle bamser kan konkludere at der skal fikses et eller andet, og det skal være mor og 
det skal være nu!
A: Aaarh!
L: Mor er døende, for helvede!
S: Dad has some issues!
GM: Dad had some issues, and mom didn't help him at aaaall! (L)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
K konkluderer at far sover på hotel og bamserne går hastigt i gang med at afbryde strømmen så de kan få 
Mor væk fra computeren og i seng.
Men inden de begynder på drømmen var der en pause hvor drengene snakkede lidt om deres hverdagsliv, 
tidligere Fastaval oplevelser, scenen og karakterer.
K spørger om han ikke måske har mødt L før. L benægter det.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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